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Complicity: 
How US Community and NonProfit Technology Has Been Complicit in Some Very 
Ugly Cuba “Regime Change” Policies and Practices — And What To Do About It 

 
There are so many ways to see how technology is playing a pivotal role in Cuba and in US-Cuba 
relations that whole blogs could be dedicated to just this theme alone.  A key lever in any modern 
society and country’s health and vitality, technology matters are especially lively — and controversial 
— when it comes to Cuba, a land that many consider to be a largely undeveloped “frontier,” untapped 
territory, conjuring up cowboy, all-American, go get ‘em excitement for technological entrepreneurial 
spirits, and not just for corporate developers, but for the nonprofit, community circuit riders as well, 
those who see an opportunity to help with social development at its most basic level.  
 
In the face of this excitement, there are some surprising features of the landscape involving Cuba, US-
Cuba relations, and technology’s pivotal role that may not be well known or fully appreciated: 

#1- The politics of US-Cuba relations do not fall along the simple left-right, liberal-conservative 
spectrum, and those complexities are especially relevant here. 

#2- Although Cuba is frequently looked at as technologically undeveloped and tightly restricted in what 
little there is, those assessments miss key developments on both counts and key indicators to the future. 

#3- Despite attempts to normalize relations over the last two plus years, good faith and otherwise, on the 
US side there remains an ugly official “regime change” policy.  

#4- “Regime change” is still not only the official US policy where technology plays a central role, its is 
one that nonprofit community technology is complicit in. 
 
To touch but briefly on the last two for the moment: 
#3- Three major USAID fiascos — the faux-Twitter ZunZuneo caper, the Alan Gross affair, the failed 
hip-hop movement infiltration — highlight the central role technology and media play in official US 
regime-change policies and practices that can only be called ugly, embarrassing, misguided, and pathetic 
(as opposed to other more considered and thoughtful regime change approaches). 
#4- These ugly “regime change” policies and practices have been continued both knowingly and 
unknowingly by nonprofit and community technology organizations and projects.  The leadership of the 
“nonprofit, nonpartisan” RootsOfHope.org, Roots of Hope/Raices de Esperanza — a bilingual 
“international network of students and young professionals working to inspire young people across the 
globe to think about Cuba and proactively support our young counterparts on the island through 
innovative means,” supported with big name endorsers, a funding program, travel support, and a 
“Tech4Cuba” component, gathering and distributing new and used equipment — has been uncovered as 
leading participants in the Zun Zuneo scandal.  One of its largest projects is the nationally-publicized 
“Hackathon for Cuba,” covered and promoted by the Associated Press, Forbes, and the Wall Street 
Journal, supported by Facebook, Google, Yahoo, Salesforce, the Hoover Institute at Stanford, and the 
Knight Foundation, and publicized in devpost.com, “here to celebrate software and those who create it,” 
the international technology “ICT can be used to promote a variety of public goods” list that goes by the 
name “liberationtech,” and The NonProfit Quartery, NPQ, with its perky “Roots of Hope Charts a New 
Course for Cuban-Americans and Cuba.”  

* * * * * 
Nonprofit and community technology is currently embedded in a wrong-headed and muddled approach 
vis-à-vis Cuba — some very knowingly, others naively and unwittingly. It’s a legacy that needs to be 
understood and changed and there are lots of openings and ways for this to happen. I invite you all to 
pick your areas in the US-Cuba nonprofit and community technology arena. It’s an exciting field where 
we have much to contribute to and to learn from.
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Complicity: 
How US Community and NonProfit Technology Has Been Complicit in Some Very 
Ugly Cuba “Regime Change” Policies and Practices — And What To Do About It 

 
Peter Miller, peterbmiller.wordpress.com 
 
My active involvement with Cuba began on December 17, 2014, with the joint normalization 
announcements by Presidents Obama and Castro, an occasion when, like so many others, visiting Cuba 
moved up from my B list.  I found an excellent trip for June that my wife Karen and I could go on, one 
that included a seminar at the University of Havana for US and Cuban philosophers and social scientists 
where I could make a presentation on “CyberMarxism, Community Technology, and their Implications 
for Cuba” — my academic training is in political theory and I actually know something about 
CyberMarxism, I’d been doing community technology work for more than three decades, I knew 
technology development was an especially important and hot button issue, and I thought I could make a 
useful and informative presentation.  As a part of this, I looked around to hook up with a US-Cuba 
technology support project and was shocked to discover that the only ones I could find were some pretty 
horrible right wing reactionary ones.  I’ve since learned this isn’t an accident.  I’ve been trying to find 
out about and even help with some positive, progressive efforts ever since.  
 
The specific jolt I experienced in searching for a technology support project to join not quite two years 
ago, the shocking realization that something really major and profound was amiss in the world, the 
transformative moment that served as a catalyst to become actively involved took place when, early in 
my search, I came across an organization called Roots of Hope, www.rootsofhope.org, actually Roots of 
Hope/Raices de Esperanza, a bilingual “international network of students and young professionals 
working to inspire young people across the globe to think about Cuba and proactively support our young 
counterparts on the island through innovative means.” What’s not to like?  I was practically salivating at 
the prospects of becoming involved as I read on. As “a nonprofit, nonpartisan movement,” it’s supported 
with big name endorsers, a funding program, travel support, and a “Tech4Cuba” component, gathering 
and distributing new and used equipment. 
 
I came to the show-stopper for this self-proclaimed “nonprofit, non-partisan” effort near the bottom of 
the page where it announces: 
 

Right now, 11 million people in Cuba are systematically denied the ability to exercise their most 
fundamental rights and actualize their full potential. Living under the Western Hemisphere’s last 
dictatorship, Cuba’s people are denied their most basic rights of free speech, free association and 
information freedom. 

 
I was dumb-founded; I hardly know where to begin. I’ll be coming back to this. 
 
* * * 
 
There are so many ways to see how technology is playing a pivotal role in Cuba and in US-Cuba 
relations that whole blogs could be dedicated to just this theme alone.  Even nontechnology people 
appreciate the central role that technology development plays in our lives and how it’s a key lever in any 
modern society and country’s health and vitality.  It’s intimately involved, too, in the politics and 
direction of a regime — the way a country handles what was originally called “the digital divide” and 
more recently falls under the rubric of “inclusion,” its intimate association with such basic political 
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values as privacy and freedom of speech, even freedom itself.  And these things are especially lively — 
and especially controversial — when it comes to Cuba, a land that many consider to be one of the “last 
frontiers” still open for basic technology development, a largely undeveloped, untapped territory, 
conjuring up cowboy, all-American, go get ‘em excitement for technological entrepreneurial spirits, and 
not just for corporate developers, but for the nonprofit, community circuit riders as well, those who 
would help with social development at its most basic level.  
 
In the face of this excitement and opportunity, there are some surprising features of the landscape 
involving Cuba, US-Cuba relations, and technology’s pivotal role that may not be well known or fully 
appreciated: 

#1- The politics of US-Cuba relations do not fall along the simple left-right, liberal-conservative 
spectrum, and those complexities are especially relevant here. 

#2- Although Cuba is frequently looked at as technologically undeveloped and tightly restricted, those 
assessments miss key developments on both counts and what is key to the future. 

#3- Despite attempts to normalize relations over the last two plus years, good faith and otherwise, on the 
US side there remains an ugly official “regime change” policy.  

#4- “Regime change” is still not only the official US policy where technology plays a central role, its is 
one that nonprofit community technology is complicit in. 
 
To clarify these surprising features, let me expand upon them briefly here: 
 
#1-  There is a conservative, right-wing movement that shares with left a call to End the Cuban Embargo 
and its travel and trade restrictions.  Rooted in generational changes in southern Florida among the 
Cuban-American population, there are deep and bitter divisions between the younger and older 
generations, sometimes tearing families apart, although both share a deep hatred and antipathy to the 
Castros and Cuban’s communist government.  The new generation still calls for regime change but sees 
its tools as capitalism and technology.  Roots of Hope leadership comes from here.  It is these changes 
that are in part key to President Obama’s call for a change in Cuba policy and end to the Embargo and 
helps explain why the latest polls show such overwhelming support for doing so and continuing on the 
path towards normalization.  
 
#2- Cuba’s reputation for technology underdevelopment and limited infrastructure belies its long-
developing achievements in the field and its current cultures of connectivity. Along with the recent 
publicized growth of wifi spots, Cuba’s remarkable community technology culture has roots in the 
almost ten-year growth of its human distribution network of digital material that goes by the name “El 
Paquete” and is one of the island’s largest businesses.  SNET, Havana’s Street Net, points to the 
direction street and community networks are taking.  Cuba’s community technology centers (CTCs) in 
general and the youth clubs/Jovenclub.cu in particular have a long history in addressing digital inclusion 
in a land that prides itself on its social programs. Open Source is the country’s official technology 
development platform, and some of its products, especially Infomed, Cuba’s online medical information 
and communications system, are leading edge and important models for other “developing” countries 
across the globe. Just as Larry Press’s laredcubana.blogspot.com closely follows Internet development 
on the island, Ted Henson’s writings on the Cuban blogosphere cover the broad range of political 
diversity and hot politics that many find otherwise missing from Cuban political debate and life and give 
some good indication of future directions to be encouraged. 
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#3- Three major USAID fiascos — the faux-Twitter ZunZuneo caper, the Alan Gross affair, the failed 
hip-hop movement infiltration — highlight the central role technology and media play in official US 
regime-change policies and practices that can only be called ugly, embarrassing, misguided, and pathetic 
(as opposed to other more considered and thoughtful regime change approaches). 

Something of the Alan Gross story may be the most well-known as it was his exchange for the 
remaining members of “The Cuban 5” that was the final arrangement needing to be made for the 
December 17th joint announcement to be made, though the details may have been hazy.  Gross’s arrest, 
for repeatedly bringing in to Cuba explicitly illegal Internet broadcast equipment, was declared by US 
officials to be that of an innocent humanitarian merely helping distressed communities in Havana 
develop communications resources. A week after his release, Gross received a $3.2 million settlement 
that USAID’s press release noted “[avoids the cost, delay and risks of further proceedings, and] does not 
constitute an admission of liability by either party.”  

The other two stories are available at the online domain that is bigstory.ap.org.  ZunZuneo, Cuban slang 
for a hummingbird’s tweet, an imitation Twitter application, received extended coverage and 
condemnation in the U.S. press. Planned in the mountains near Barcelona, the project channeled $1.6M 
secreted in offshore accounts to establish and distribute the app to 40,000 Cuban cell-phone users whose 
numbers were in fact stolen, all set up to inspire them to organize “smart mobs” to trigger a “Cuban 
spring” uprising against the government. 

Lesser known than either of these — but still at bigstory.ap and equally inept — was the USAID project 
with Creative Associates International, a Washington, D.C., corporation, run by a Serbian contractor, 
who used a Panama front company and a bank in Lichtenstein to fund and “secretly infiltrate Cuba’s 
underground hip-hop movement, recruiting unwitting rappers to spark a youth rebellion against the 
government.”  
As covert projects of USAID, an agency that’s supposedly above the political fray, providing 
“economic, development and humanitarian assistance,” these are not only embarrassing policies and 
practices, they’ve politicized and discredited the agency itself, in the way they could embarrass and 
discredit the Peace Corps if they were undertaken there.   
 
#4- These ugly “regime change” policies and practices inform our political culture in the broadest sense 
and they have been continued both knowingly and unknowingly by nonprofit and community 
technology organizations and projects.  The leadership of Roots of Hope has been uncovered as leading 
participants in the Zun Zuneo scandal. One of its largest projects is the nationally-publicized 
“Hackathon for Cuba,” begun in January 2014 and continued yearly, covered and promoted by the 
Associated Press, Forbes, and the Wall Street Journal, supported by Facebook, Google, Yahoo, 
Salesforce, the Hoover Institute at Stanford, and the Knight Foundation which gives it financial support 
along with a family of related projects such as the Cuba Study Group and Florida International 
University’s Vaclav Havel Center for Human Rights and Diplomacy, “preparing Miami for a possible 
democratic transition in Cuba,” indicating that they’re among those who are clear about their politics 
vis-à-vis Cuba.   
The Hackathon and other Roots of Hope programs are publicized as a matter of course as nonprofit, 
nonpartisan, doing-good efforts, in devpost.com, “here to celebrate software and those who create it.”  
The same with the international technology “ICT can be used to promote a variety of public goods” list 
that goes by the name “liberationtech” and The NonProfit Quartery, NPQ, with its perky “Roots of Hope 
Charts a New Course for Cuban-Americans and Cuba.” 

Judges come from places like Angelhack which seems to represent those who may be less than knowing 
about what they are getting into, as per the release from the self-described “world’s largest and most 
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diverse hacker community” whose CEO/Founder says, “ultimately, what we want to do for Cuba is learn 
more about them. Who they are. What they do. What they want. What their goals are. And we want to 
educate them on who we are, what a hackathon is, and its benefits.” 
This is somewhat akin to the absence of political judgment one might find in some surprising places 
with regard to the USAID stories.  Witness a couple of postings in “Student Perspectives on ICT4D 
[Information and Communications Technology for Development] from the Payson Center Classes at 
Tulane University” following on the heels of the ZunZuneo revelations.  In one very matter of fact note:  
“As more and more of the world’s population is connecting to social media everyday, its not surprising 
to see it being used by governments and organizations to instigate and support political change.”  What 
makes the nonjudgemental conclusion especially disconcerting is the student’s biographical note on 
“What ICT4D Has Taught Me”: 

I really enjoyed learning about ICT4D this semester. Before our class, I had no idea what ICT even 
stood for. As a graduating senior, it was a pleasant surprise to be learning some completely new 
concepts… I think many of the things we learned will be useful for a career in public policy.  I 
have a lot of areas of passion when it comes to public policy... My ideal job right now would be to 
work in intelligence, a field where knowledge of ICT is a necessary skill... I hope that after 
graduate school I can find a job that plays to my skills in IDEV and passion for ICT development. 

Another post in the same collection, “‘Cuban Twitter’: For Undermining or Communication?” 
concludes its titled question on the same matter-of-fact, how-about-that note:  “As more information is 
slowly being revealed about ZunZuneo and how covert or not covert its operations are, it is interesting to 
see both sides. Many Congress members are dissatisfied with their lack of knowledge about this project 
and the government funds it was using. Yet, the idea of ‘undermining’ the Cuban government is not 
something many people involved in the US government are opposed to, whether it is by means they 
agree with or not.” 

* * * * * 
 

I’ve dabbled in and worked with a number of efforts over the last couple of years, including helping 
develop another trip, a community technology delegation last April, sponsored by the Community 
Technology Network of the Bay Area. I’ve tried to develop support for Infomed and the Joven Clubs 
and an equipment donation program.  I’ve written a scholarly paper on “Che Guevara and the Origins of 
ICT4D in Cuba.” I’ve become involved with the Cuba solidarity movement, helped shepherd a 
Brookline Town Meeting resolution calling for an End to the Embargo, organized and promoted a 
local/Boston area showing of the new documentary, “All Guantanamo Is Ours,” and helped produce a 
streaming video program with some of the cochairs of the National Network on Cuba, about the impact 
of the death of Fidel Castro and the ascension of the Donald Trump regime on normalization efforts 
ande how the network uses technology and media tools to fulfill its mission. A lot of this is at my on-
line storage site on that has become a bit bloggish, at peterbmiller.wordpress.com/cuba-project. Alas, 
little of what I have worked on has yet come to much.  But all these different things are on the edge, 
ready to be catalyzed with just a bit of collaboration from others. Progressive US-Cuba technology is an 
arena where one person can make a huge difference.  It’s ready to be tapped into and developed.  
 
Nonprofit and community technology is currently embedded in a wrong-headed and muddled direction 
vis-à-vis Cuba — both knowingly and unwittingly. It’s a legacy that needs to be understood and 
changed and there are lots of openings and ways for this to happen.   
 
I invite you all to pick your areas in the US-Cuba nonprofit and community technology arena. It’s an 
exciting field where we have much to contribute to and to learn from. 


